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a b s t r a c t

Shared-memory graph processing is usually more efficient than in a cluster in terms of cost effective-
ness, ease of programming and runtime. However, the limited memory capacity of a single machine
and the huge sizes of graphs restrains its applicability. Hence, it is imperative to reduce memory
footprint. We observe that index compression holds promise and propose CIC-PIM, a lightweight
encoding with chunked index compression, to reduce the memory footprint and the runtime of graph
algorithms. CIC-PIM aims for significant space saving, real random-access support and high cache
efficiency by exploiting the ubiquitous power-law and sparseness features of large scale graphs. The
basic idea is to divide index structures into chunks of appropriate size and compress the chunks
with our lightweight fixed-length byte-aligned encoding. After CIC-PIM compression, two-fold larger
graphs are processed with all data fit in memory, resulting in speedups or fast in-memory processing
unattainable previously.

© 2020 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Graphs are important data structures to conveniently model a
ide range of real-world scenarios such as social networks, the
eb, road networks, etc. With the increasing scales of graphs,

raph processing has attracted considerable research interest [8,
0,37,44,46–48,52]. A triangle, i.e., a subgraph of three vertices
airwise connected, is an important concept in graph structure
nalysis. Triangle Counting (TC), which obtains the number of
riangles in a graph, is a fundamental tool in graph processing to
ompute important graph metrics such as clustering coefficient
nd transitivity ratio [51], and has been widely used in real-world
pplications [4,6,20,36,45,50,55,58,63,64,70]. In common graph
lgorithms [18] such as BFS and PageRank [59,60], a vertex only
eeds to access its own neighbors. However, TC algorithms are
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unique because a vertex usually needs to access the neighbors of
its own neighbors [18]. Thus, the graphs used by state of the art
TC algorithms usually need different processing (Section 2.2).

Given the tight coupling of different parts in a graph, graph
processing in a shared-memory machine with all data fit in mem-
ory, i.e., shared-memory graph processing, is usually more effi-
cient than in a cluster from the perspectives of efficiency, ease
of programming and speed [20,30,59,60]. Current commodity
servers can be equipped with hundreds of GBs or even TBs mem-
ory and tens of cores, enabling them to efficiently process graphs
with billions of edges in memory [20,48,52,59]. This allows com-
panies such as Twitter to process graphs in a single server [30].

The combination of the huge sizes of graphs and the limited
memory capacity of a single server restrains the applicability
of shared-memory graph processing [12]. The rapid growth of
graph size and the relatively slow growth of memory capacity
exacerbate the problem. On the other hand, the long-standing
and ever-widening gap between the computing power of CPU
and the bandwidth of memory, i.e., the memory wall problem,
grows with more cores integrated in a single CPU. Therefore,
trading the spare computing power of CPU for memory space,
e.g., reducing data sizes by compression, is a reasonable solution
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to the aforementioned problem and can be increasingly reason-
able with the gap becoming wider. To the best of our knowledge,
no prior work tries to address the index compression problem of
the popular graph representation CSR (Compressed Sparse Row,
detailed in Section 2.1) in the large scale graph processing sce-
nario, potentially missing an important opportunity to improve
shared-memory graph processing.

Existing graph compression schemes only consider the se-
uential settings and are not suitable for share-memory process-
ng [10–13,42,67], try to compress specific graph representations
uch as trees [21,28] and can only support limited graph al-
orithms, aim at accelerators such as FPGAs but CPUs [37,46]
r can only gain reasonable results on graphs of specific scale
ange [8]. Ligra+ is a shared-memory graph processing system
orking on compressed CSR-represented graphs of any scale
nd efficiently supports a wide range of graph algorithms [60].
evertheless, Ligra+ does not include any TC algorithms and only
ompresses the adjacency list (adjlist), i.e., leaves index data
ncompressed (detailed in Section 2.1). Our evaluations show
hat index data also need to be compressed due to its up to
round 80% percentage, as detailed in Section 2.4.
To mainly compress the index structures of CSR-represented

raphs, we propose a chunk-based index compression scheme,
alled Chunked Index Compression for Parallel In-Memory graph
rocessing (CIC-PIM, detailed in Section 3.1). The key idea of
IC-PIM is to exploit the ubiquitous power-law and sparseness
eatures (Section 2.4) of large scale graphs, and divide index struc-
ures into chunks of appropriate size, then compress the chunks
ith our novel lightweight fixed-length byte-aligned encoding.
Evaluations show that, CIC-PIM achieves space savings of more

han 60% on index data and more than 50% on entire graphs while
till improving speed compared with state of the art approaches.
fter CIC-PIM compression, graphs of up to 2-fold (the size ratio
f uncompressed graphs to CIC-PIM-compressed graphs) larger
han those uncompressed can be processed with all data fit in
emory, resulting in speedups or fast in-memory processing
nattainable previously. The CIC-PIM advantages stem from its
nique compression-friendliness after chunking, real random-
ccess-supported and cache efficient design of the compressed
ndex structures, and lightweight decoding routine.

The contributions of the paper include:

• Mainly to compress the index structures of graphs, we de-
sign a scheme CIC-PIM, which achieves significant space
savings while still improving speed.

• We conduct in-depth analysis to demonstrate the efficacy of
the techniques in CIC-PIM.

• We perform extensive evaluations driven by nine real-world
graphs to evaluate the efficacy of CIC-PIM. Results indicate
notable improvements over state of the art approaches.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents
he background information which motivates our studies. The
IC-PIM scheme and the related issues are described in Sec-
ion 3. Section 4 shows and analyzes experimental results. In
ection 5, existing solutions and related works are reviewed.
inally, Section 6 concludes the paper with remarks on future
ork.

. Background and motivation

In this section, we first briefly introduce the widely used CSR,
.e., the representation of large scale graphs and sparse matrices,
he efficient heuristics widely used by TC algorithms, and the
Byte encoding to lay a foundation for our work, then present ob-
ervations that motivate our work. For ease of reference, Table 1
ists frequently used notations and concepts.
153
Fig. 1. Directed, undirected, oriented graphs, and CSR representation. In practice,
each edge in undirected graphs is represented with two reciprocal directed
edges. To utilize the symmetric feature of undirected graphs, only out-edges
of each vertex are stored. As shown in the CSR of (b), adjlists of all vertices are
merged into a single adjlist array, where each adjlist is sorted in the ascending
order. The beginning offset (into adjlist array) of the adjlist of each vertex is
stored in the offset array, where the additional, i.e., the last slot contains the
number of edges (28) for convenience of programming. For a directed graph,
because of its asymmetric feature, the in-edges of each vertex also need to be
stored in another CSR structure. Note that, the oriented graph has significantly
less directed edges than unoriented graphs (the directed and undirected graphs).

2.1. CSR representation and compressed graphs

Compressed Sparse Row (CSR [25,68]) is one of the most
widely used representations of large scale graphs and sparse
matrices due to its low memory requirements, simplicity, and
high efficiency [1,5,43,52,59–61,70]. A toy graph and its CSR are
shown in Fig. 1. Note that, in CSR degrees need not be stored
because degreei = offseti+1 − offseti.

For a compressed graph, in addition to the offset array and
the compressed adjlist array, a degree array is introduced to
store degrees (shown in Fig. 4), because degrees cannot be ob-
tained from the offset array due to the compression of the adjlist
array with variable length encoding (detailed in Section 2.3).
More specifically, because of the uncertainty of the codeword
length of variable length encoding, degreei can no longer be
calculated from offseti+1 and offseti. The offset array and degree
array are collectively called index data, which is left uncom-
pressed in Ligra+. A graph with a compressed adjlist array but
uncompressed index data is defined to be partially-compressed,
i.e., Ligra+-compressed and a graph with the adjlist array and
index data both compressed is defined to be fully-compressed,
i.e., CIC-PIM-compressed.

2.2. State of the art TC algorithms and orientation heuristics

Almost all the state of the art TC algorithms (e.g., [1,16,20,
26,34,38,53,61,70]) leverage an efficient degree-based orientation
heuristics, which is based on a total order ≺ of vertices, which is
defined as follows [1]:

u ≺ v ⇐⇒ du < dv or (du = dv and u < v)
Where du is the degree of the vertex with ID u. As shown in

Fig. 1(c), every pair of reciprocal directed edges in the undirected
graph is replaced with a single directed edge, whose direction is
from the lower degree vertex to the other. This process results
in the so-called oriented graph [16], which has only half of the
directed edges of the undirected graph and only need to store
out-edges in CSR. Accordingly, directed and undirected graphs are
collectively called unoriented graphs, which are used by Ligra+
because only common graph algorithms included there.

As shown in Fig. 1, the number of directed edges hence the
size of adjlist array in an oriented graph is usually significantly
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Table 1
Notation and Concept.
Notation/Concept Description

TC Triangle Counting or Triangle Counting algorithm(s)

common graph algorithms Algorithms in which a vertex only needs to access its own neighbors, in contrast to TC
(Section 1 Par. 1)

adjlist Adjacency list, i.e., the neighbor list of a vertex

partially-compressed graph A graph with adjacency lists compressed but index data uncompressed, i.e.,
Ligra+-compressed graph (Section 2.1 Par. 2)

fully-compressed graph A graph with adjacency lists and index data both compressed, i.e., CIC-PIM-compressed graph
(Section 2.1 Par. 2)

adjlist array The array containing the adjlists of all vertices (Section 2.1 Par. 2)

offset array The array containing the beginning offsets (into the adjlist array) of adjlists of all vertices
(Section 2.1)

degree array The array containing the degrees of all vertices (Section 2.1)

index data/structures The degree array and the offset array (Section 2.1 Par. 2)

orientation The efficient heuristics used in almost all state of the art TC algorithms (Section 2.2)

oriented graph The TC-algorithm-used graphs on which orientation has been executed. (Section 2.2)

unoriented graph In contrast to oriented graphs, including directed and undirected graphs used by common
graph algorithms (Section 2.2)

MTC The fastest shared-memory TC algorithm working on uncompressed graphs (Section 2.2 Par. 4)

CMTC The proposed MTC-based algorithm working on Compressed graphs (Section 3.3 and Fig. 8)
Fig. 2. MTC – the simplified version of the fastest known shared-memory TC
algorithm [20,61]. For each edge (u, v) (line 2 to 3), the intersection of the
djlists, i.e., neighbor lists of u and v is computed and the cardinality of the
ntersection is added to the counter (line 4).

maller than that in the unoriented graph (directed and undi-
ected graphs). On the other hand, the size of index data stays
nchanged because it is determined by the number of vertices.
herefore, an oriented graph usually contains a higher proportion
f index data than the unoriented graph.
TC algorithms working on oriented graphs are much faster

han those working on unoriented graphs [1,16,20,26,53,61,70].
he speedup mainly stems from the reduced time complex-
ty [1]. The fastest known shared-memory TC algorithm, which
lso leverages the orientation heuristics, comes from [20,61] and
s called MTC (Multicore Triangle Counting) in this paper. For
nderstandability, a simplified MTC is shown in Fig. 2. In our
roposed work, elaborated in Section 3.3, MTC is modified to
ork on compressed graphs.

.3. Variable-length byte-aligned encoding

The scheme used to compress the adjlist array in CIC-PIM is
variant of the standard variable-length byte-aligned encoding

standard vByte, shown in Fig. 3) [57]. To compress non-negative
ntegers, the standard vByte tries to remove leading zeros (if any)
o save space. A codeword of standard vByte consists of a variable
umber of bytes aligned to the physical byte boundary for fast
ccess. In graph compression, the integers to be compressed can
e negative. Standard vByte is modified to encode the possible
egative integers. The second most significant bit of the lowest
yte in the codeword is used to encode the sign, and the modified
cheme is called signed vByte, as shown in Fig. 3. Ligra+ shows
hat vByte achieves a better compromise of runtime and space
aving than other schemes.
154
Fig. 3. How ‘‘88685’’ is encoded with vByte. vByte tries to remove the leading
zeros in the true code to save space. In standard vByte, which is used to encode
non-negative integers, the 7-bit chunks containing at least one 1 in the true
code are encoded in the corresponding bytes of the codeword with the most
significant bit (shaded) of each byte is set to 1 or 0 to indicate whether the
following byte is also a part of the codeword or not. In signed vByte, the second
most significant bit (dotted) of the first byte in the codeword is used to indicate
the sign (0 for positive), and thus the first byte of the codeword only contains
a 6-bit chunk of the true code.

In CIC-PIM, vByte is borrowed to compress the adjlist array.
First, the deltas (i.e., differences) between consecutive elements
in an adjlist are calculated. For the first element in the adjlist,
the delta between the element and the vertex itself is calculated
and thus maybe negative. Then the first delta is encoded with
signed vByte and other deltas with standard vByte. Due to the
byte-aligned feature, both the encoding and decoding routines of
vByte are fast [57]. The decoding routine is called on the fly in
graph algorithms and incurs limited runtime overhead.

2.4. Observations and motivations

Ligra+ [60], a shared-memory graph processing system work-
ing on compressed graphs of any scale, uses the popular CSR
representation and supports many common graph algorithms ef-
ficiently. However, Ligra+ does not include any TC algorithm and
only compresses the adjlist array. Furthermore, for the (partially)
compressed graphs used by Ligra+, the percentage of index data
is up to 43% with an average of 22%. It is a considerable proportion,
and we should compress the index data too.

As stated in Section 2.2, oriented graphs used by TC algorithms
contains larger portions of index data than the unoriented graphs
used by Ligra+. Our evaluations confirm this prediction and show
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that the percentages of index data in partially-compressed ori-
ented graphs can be up to around 80% for sparse graphs with an
average of 36% (raw data are omitted). This more clearly suggests
hat we must compress the index data too.

Large scale graphs are usually sparse, i.e., have low average
egrees [45]. To find out to what extent the low average degrees
re, we collect statistics of all the 85 graphs from SNAP1, one of
he most popular large scale graph repositories. Results show that
he average degree of all graphs is 14.8 with two graphs having
verage degrees of more than 100 (127 and 337). Moreover,
ost large scale graphs are power-law graphs [27], i.e., they
ave highly skewed degree distributions. Specifically, power-law
raphs usually have a small number of huge degree vertices and
vast majority of low degree vertices, i.e., vertices with degrees
f no more than hundreds.
Given the sparseness and power-law features, if the index

tructures, i.e., offset array and degree array, are divided into
qual-sized chunks containing hundreds of consecutive vertices
ach, the maximum degrees will be no larger than hundreds
n most chunks that only contain low degree vertices. For each
hunk, we choose the first offset as the reference and calculate
he deltas between other offsets and the reference, the maxi-
um offset-deltas are no larger than tens of thousands in most
hunks. Therefore, the degrees and offset-deltas in most chunks
re potentially small enough to be encoded with fixed-length
yte-aligned codewords of no more than two bytes each (detailed
n Section 3.1.3). For example, assuming each chunk contains 256
ertices and the maximum degrees in most chunk are less than
00, then in most chunks, degrees can be stored with one byte
ach (200 < 28) and offset-deltas can be stored with two bytes

each (255 × 200 < 216).
A small fraction of real-world graphs are not power-law

graphs. However, given the ubiquitous sparseness feature of large
scale graphs [45], the aforementioned arguments on the small-
ness of degrees and offset-deltas in most chunks of power-law
graphs are also tenable for non-power-law graphs.

The considerable proportion of index data motivates us to de-
sign an index encoding scheme suitable for shared-memory graph
processing. When dividing the index structures into chunks, the
smallness of the maximum degrees and offset-deltas in most
chunks inspires us to propose a scheme called CIC-PIM (Sec-
tion 3.1).

3. Design and implementation

3.1. CIC-PIM

When compressing a graph, CIC-PIM first compresses the ad-
jlist array (using vByte), then compresses the index structures
and obtains the fully-compressed graph. During the processing
of fully-compressed graphs, all decoding work is done on the fly.
Whenever the original offset and degree of a vertex are needed,
the decoding routine of CIC-PIM is called. After the original offset
and degree are decoded, they are used by the decoding routine
of vByte to obtain the original adjlist of the vertex.

3.1.1. Design
Because we need to compress the index structures of time-

critical shared-memory graph processing, the design of CIC-PIM
must achieve the following three goals simultaneously: reason-
able space saving, real random-access-supported and cache-
efficient compressed structures, and lightweight decoding
routine. Real random-access support is necessary because most
accesses to index are random. To achieve the goals, we adopt
three techniques:

1 http://snap.stanford.edu/
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• Considerable space saving via chunking of index struc-
tures: As discussed in Section 2.4, after dividing the index
structures into equal-sized chunks containing hundreds of
vertices each, the degrees and offset-deltas in most chunks
are no larger than tens of thousands, and can mostly be en-
coded with one or two bytes each. This ensures considerable
space saving.

• Real random-access support via fixed-length byte-aligned
encoding: All degrees and offset-deltas of the same chunk
are encoded with byte-aligned codewords of the same
length, i.e., fixed-length byte-aligned encoding. The fixed-
length feature makes real random access possible, as de-
tailed in Section 3.1.4. Fixed-length encoding is rarely
adopted because of its usually low space saving [57]. How-
ever, due to the compression amenability after chunking,
CIC-PIM achieves reasonable space saving (Section 4.5). Fur-
thermore, the byte-aligned feature also contributes to the
speed of the decoding routine (Section 3.1.4).

• High cache-efficiency via Array-Of-Structures memory
layout (AOS): The AOS memory layout [62] detailed in Sec-
tion 3.2.1 is used for high cache-efficiency: The codewords
of degrees and offset-deltas are interlaced in the compressed
index structure, which ensures the codewords of the degree
and offset-delta of the same vertex are placed in consecutive
memory cells and reside in the same cache line with high
probability (Section 3.1.2). The degree and offset of a vertex
are usually obtained successively, and thus the AOS layout
helps to effectively improve cache-efficiency. The reasons
behind the improvement are detailed in Section 3.2.1.

Due to the careful design of CIC-PIM, we can implement a
lightweight decoding routine without branch mispredictions to
obtain original degrees and offsets, as detailed in Section 3.1.4.
Therefore, CIC-PIM achieves its design goals by the combined use
of the three techniques.

3.1.2. Implementation
A key part of the implementation of CIC-PIM is shown in Fig. 4.

Note that, we only show the compression of index data, i.e., we
assume that the adjlist array has been compressed (with vByte)
in advance. For ease of depiction and description, we assume that
original degrees and offsets are separately stored in two integer
arrays. However, actually the original degrees and offsets are also
interlaced in our implementation, i.e., they are also stored in
AOS layout for high cache efficiency. Offset-deltas of a chunk are
calculated before the compression of the chunk and stored in an
integer array. The compressed index structures and adjlist array
are separately stored in two byte arrays (the compressed index
data array and compressed adjlist array).

The metadata of chunks are stored in a high level index struc-
ture (the chunk index array), which is implemented as an array of
structures with four fields, i.e., AOS layout, instead of four differ-
ent arrays for high cache efficiency, because the fields are usually
accessed successively. The fields are used to store the following
metadata of a chunk: the reference offset, i.e., the first offset; the
start index; the length of one offset-delta codeword; the length of
one degree codeword. Note that, reference offsets are subscripts
in the compressed adjlist array and start indexes are subscripts in
the compressed index data array. We use different terms to avoid
having them mixed up. The metadata are left uncompressed for
fast access. The size of metadata is small relative to the size of
the index data itself, because each chunk contains hundreds of
vertices.

http://snap.stanford.edu/
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Fig. 4. CIC-PIM when encoding a chunk of index data. Note that, we only depict the compression of index data (original degrees and offsets), i.e., the adjlist array
has been previously compressed and stored in the compressed adjlist array. Original offsets are the subscripts in the compressed adjlist array. For ease of depiction
nd description, we assume that original degrees and offsets are stored in two integer arrays. However, actually the original degrees and offsets are also interlaced as
heir codewords in our implementation, i.e., they are also stored in AOS layout for high cache efficiency. Original degrees and offset-deltas are compressed, interlaced
nd stored in the compressed index data array. The metadata of chunks are left uncompressed for fast access and stored in an array of structures (AOS) with four
ields, i.e., the chunk index array.
a
(
i
a
o

.1.3. Workflow
We take a chunk for example to show the workflow of index

ompression, as detailed in Fig. 4. For ease of depiction, the chunk
ize is assumed to be eight. Because the start vertex ID of a
hunk can be calculated from the chunk ID and the chunk size, a
edicated chunking step is unnecessary. To compress the current
hunk of index data, the encoding routine of CIC-PIM operates in
he following order:

a. First the current index of the cidx array is put into the
dx field of the current element in the cnk_idx array. Then the
riginal degrees are scanned to obtain the maxima, which is used
o determine the codeword length of every degree. In Fig. 4, the
axima is 34 and can be stored in one byte. Hence, every degree

n the chunk is encoded with one byte.
b. The length of degree codeword (1) is put into the dlen field

f the current element in the cnk_idx array. Next, the codeword
f the first degree (13) is put into the cidx array and takes up
ne byte. The first degree needs special process because the cor-
esponding offset, i.e., the reference offset are left uncompressed
nd stored in the cnk_idx array as stated in the next step.
c. The first original offset, i.e., the reference offset (210710)

s put in the ref_oft field of the current element in the cnk_idx
rray. Then other original offsets are scanned and their deltas
i.e., differences) from the reference offset are calculated. The last
elta, i.e., the maxima, determines the codeword length of every
elta. In Fig. 4, the maxima is 201, and can be encoded with one
yte.
d. Then the length of offset-delta codeword (1) is put into

he olen field of the current element in the cnk_idx array. Next,
ll codewords of offset-deltas and the remaining codewords of
egrees are interlaced and put into the cidx array sequentially,
.e., are stored in AOS layout.

.1.4. Decoding routine
DEOD, the DEcoding routine of CIC-PIM to obtain the original

ffsets and Degrees, is shown in Fig. 5. It is lightweight for three
easons: First, most of its work is done with bitwise operations
n byte-aligned data; Second, no extra data need to be decoded
ue to the real random-access-supported design, i.e., DEOD need
ot decode any preceding data (Many existing schemes cannot
upport real random access and need to decode some preceding
ata [10–12]); Third, the if-else and other (not shown) branch
tatements in DEOD are predictable because the branch condition
156
Fig. 5. DEOD – DEcoding routine of CIC-PIM to obtain the original Offset and
Degree of a vertex. First, the ID of the chunk in which v lies and the in-chunk
number of v are calculated based on the chunk size (line 1 to 2); The metadata of
the chunk are read from the high level index structure, i.e., the cnk_idx array in
Fig. 4 (line 3 to 6); If v is the first vertex in the chunk (line 7), v’s offset, i.e., the
reference offset, which was stored in the cnk_idx array without compression, is
read directly (line 8). v’s degree, which was compressed and stored in the cidx
rray, needs to be decoded (line 9). If v is not the first vertex in the chunk
line 10), because there is no offset-delta of the first vertex, variables idx and
n_cnk_no are updated to skip the first vertex (line 11 to 12). Then, the starting
ddress of the index data of v is calculated based on the codeword lengths of
ffset-delta and degree, i.e., olen and dlen (line 13). Finally, the offset-delta and

degree are decoded successively (line 14 to 17).

statements can be evaluated in advance, i.e., they do not result in
branch mispredictions [35]. In the graph algorithms working on
fully-compressed graphs, whenever the adjlist of a vertex needs
to be decoded, DEOD is called in advance to decode the offset
and degree, then the offset and degree are used by the decoding
routine of vByte to decode the adjlist.

3.2. Analysis

3.2.1. Effectiveness of AOS
The main conclusion of this section is as follows: Compared

with the contrasting layout SOA (Structure Of Arrays [62]), the
AOS layout helps to decrease the cache miss rates of index data
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Fig. 6. The AOS and SOA memory layouts when used to stored the index data,
i.e., the offsets and degrees in CIC-PIM where the AOS layout is adopted in
several data structures for high cache efficiency.

Fig. 7. When the AOS layout used, how the probability that the offset and degree
of a vertex reside in the same cache line is calculated. A frame represents a byte
or a memory cell. Assume that the offset and degree of a vertex take up 4 bytes
totally and 2 byte each. We regard the offset in a certain cache line if the first
of its 2 bytes resides in the cache line. Among the possible 64 cases, in the
cases 1 to 61 the degree also completely reside in the same cache line, and
thus the probability that the offset and degree reside in the same cache line is
61/64 = 0.95.

ccess from nearly 100% to around 50% and gains a speedup of
2%.
When used to store the index data in CIC-PIM, the memory

ayouts are shown in Fig. 6. Existing works show that SOA is
sually more efficient than AOS for parallel processing [32,56].
owever, we will show than AOS is more efficient for graph
rocessing. To simplify discussion, first, we assume that there
s only one level of cache in the memory system (corresponds
o L1 cache and the size is usually in dozens of KBs), and the
ther levels of caches (including caches from L2 cache to the last
evel cache) and the memory itself are uniformly viewed as RAM;
econd, we further omit many details of hardware in discussion.
In the memory system of modern computer, when the data in

memory cell (can house a byte) is needed, CPU first search the
opy of the data in the cache. If found, the need is met; If not
ound, CPU reads the data from memory cell, and simultaneously
ll the data in the chunk of consecutive memory cells containing
he accessed cell are loaded into cache for near future use. The
hunk is called a cache line and usually contains 64 or 128
ytes [22].
The index data of each vertex (offset and degree) is usually ac-

essed randomly while the offset and degree are usually accessed
uccessively. In AOS layout, the offset and degree of a vertex
eside in the same cache line with high probability. Assume that
oth the offset and degree of a vertex take up 2 bytes each (after
ompression) and a cache line contains 64 bytes, the probability
s 61/64 = 0.95, as detailed in Fig. 7. After the offset of a vertex
s accessed, the cache line containing the offset is loaded into
ache simultaneously. The degree can now be found in cache with
robability of 0.95 and the slow RAM access is avoided with the
ame probability. In SOA layout, the offset and degree of a vertex
re so distant that they cannot reside in the same cache line,
nd thus cannot takes advantage of the chunked access feature
f memory system.
Because the index data sizes of large scale graphs usually

re much larger than the size of cache (usually MBs vs dozens
f KBs), even after data warm-up there is only a small fraction
f index data reside in cache. Given that the accesses to index
ata usually are random and the needed data cannot be correctly
refetched [22], the Cache Miss Rate (CMR) of the first access to
cache line should be nearly 100%. For SOA layout, the offset

nd degree of a vertex reside in two distant cache lines and thus
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the CMR when accessing them is nearly 100% ((≈100% + ≈100%)
2 ≈ 100%). For AOS layout, the offset and degree of a vertex
eside in the same cache line with a probability of 0.95, and hence
he CMR is slightly more than 50% (the CMR of the access to the
ffset is nearly 100% and to the degree is 5%, and thus the average
s 53%). The AOS layout of index data achieves an average 12%
peedup than that of SOA (raw data are omitted). Because the
ccesses to index data only consist of a relatively small portion
f data accesses, the speedup is relatively low.

.2.2. Worst case index data space saving
The main conclusion of this section is that, the worst case

pace saving of CIC-PIM on index data is more than 53%. To
implify analysis, we assume (1) each chunk contains the degrees
nd offsets of 256 vertices as in our implementation; (2) vertex
Ds, original offsets and degrees are represented with a 4-byte
nteger each; (3) the smallest degree is 1, i.e., there are no isolated
ertices in graphs (Actually CIC-PIM can process graphs with
solated vertices). Because most large scale graphs are power-law
raphs, we only analyze the index data space saving of power-
aw graphs here. The discussion on non-power-law graphs will
e presented in Section 4.5.2.
Under the power-law degree distribution, a vertex has degree

with a probability of P(x) ∝ x−α , where α is called skewness
xponent, and the typical value of α = 2.2 [24]. In other words,
he probability density function of degree x is f (x) = Cx−2.2,
here C is a constant. Because

∫
+∞

1 f (x)dx = 1, C = 1.2, and
he exact probability density function is f (x) = 1.2 ∗ x−2.2. The
robability that a degree lies in [256, +∞) is P1 =

∫
+∞

256 f (x)dx =

.00129. The probability that a chunk contains at least one degree
256 is P2 = P1 ∗ 256 = 0.330. The probability that a degree lies

n [216, +∞) is 0.00000166. The probability that a chunk contains
at least one degree ≥ 216 is 256 ∗ 0.00000166 = 0.000425,
which is negligible and need not be considered. Let L̄d be the
expected size (#bytes) of the compressed degree of a vertex, and
L̄d = 2 ∗ P2 + 1 ∗ (1 − P2) = 1.33, where 2 ∗ P2 corresponds
to chunks containing at least one degree ≥256 and 1 ∗ (1 − P2)
corresponds to chunks with every degree <256.

In aforementioned analysis, we have assumed that if a chunk
contains at least one degree ≥256, codewords of 3 bytes each
will be used to encode all the offset-deltas. This assumption is
overstrict because 3-bytes codeword is needed only when the
average degree in a chunk d̄ ≥ 256, i.e., when d̄ ≥ 256, d̄ ∗ 256 ≥

216 and offset-deltas need 3 bytes each to be encoded (Recall
that we do not consider vertices with degree ≥ 216 due to the
negligible probability). Let L̄o be the expected size (#bytes) of the
compressed offset-delta of a vertex, and L̄o < 3∗P2+2∗(1−P2) =

2.33, where 3 ∗ P2 corresponds to chunks containing at least
one degree ≥256 and 2 ∗ (1 − P2) corresponds to chunks with
every degree <256. Note that, because degrees are at least 1, the
maximum offset-delta in each chunk ≥255 (the probability that
equal to 255 is 2.9 × 10−64) and thus at least 2 bytes needed to
encode each of them. Taken together, the expected size of the
compressed index data of a vertex L̄ = L̄d + L̄o < 1.33 + 2.33 =

3.66, and the space saving > (8 − L̄)/8 = 54%. Due to the
introduction of the metadata of chunks, an around 1% loss is
caused and hence the space saving >53%.

It is hard to craft a model to predict the space saving of CIC-
PIM on entire graph given that it is related to four variables: the
average degree, the number of vertices, the skewness exponent
and the chunk size. However, we can qualitatively analyze the
space saving of CIC-PIM as follows. For graphs with relatively
high average degrees, vByte will achieve reasonable space sav-
ings [60]. For graphs with low average degrees, the space savings
of vByte are low due to the considerable proportion of index data.
Nonetheless, given the reasonable space saving of CIC-PIM on
index data, the space saving of CIC-PIM on entire graphs should
also be reasonable.
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Fig. 8. CMTC – modified MTC algorithm working on partially- and fully-
Compressed graphs. When working on fully-compressed graphs, DEOD is called
n advance to decode the offset and degree whenever the adjlist of a vertex is
o be decoded. During an intersection is computed, if needed, the adjlists of the
wo vertices u and v are decoded on the fly by calling deFirst and deNext, which
re the decoding routines of signed vByte and standard vByte respectively. An
ptimization is introduced: An array A is created to avoid the repetitive decoding

of the adjlist of u (line 3). Specifically, when the adjlist of u is intersected with
the adjlist of u’s first neighbor (line 13), the adjlist of u is decoded actually and
stored in A (line 16 and 19). When the adjlist of u is intersected with the adjlists
of u’s remaining neighbors, the adjlist of u is directly obtained from A (line 26
nd 28).

.3. Implementation of TC algorithms

The fastest shared-memory TC algorithm MTC [20,61] men-
ioned in Section 2.2 is modified to work on partially- and fully-
ompressed graphs, and the new algorithm is called CMTC (Fig. 8).
rientation can be executed in preprocessing [1,16,38,53] or on
he fly [26,34,61]. In [61], MTC is implemented with orienta-
ion executed on the fly because [61] needs to support edge
ampling and approximate triangle counting. However, we focus
n exact triangle counting, and given that orientation can be
erformed once and the resulting oriented graphs can be used
any times, orientation is done in preprocessing in our imple-
entation. Ligra+ does not take TC algorithms into consideration,
nd cannot utilize the orientation heuristics. Hence, we do not
mplement our work in Ligra+. Hereafter, we use the term TC or
TC algorithms in place of MTC and CMTC for brevity.

3.4. Implementation of common graph algorithms

Although inspired by TC related issues, CIC-PIM is also simi-
larly applicable to common graph algorithms. We take the state
158
of the art BFS, PageRank, sparse matrix vector multiplication
(SpMV), radii estimation (Radii) and connected components (CC)
as examples to demonstrate the capability [43,59]. We first im-
plement these algorithms working on uncompressed graphs, then
naively modify them to obtain their implementations working on
partially- and fully-compressed graphs. Hereafter, we use com-
mon graph algorithms in place of these algorithms and their im-
plementations working on compressed graphs for brevity.

4. Evaluation and discussion

4.1. Evaluation settings

The server used is equipped with four Xeon E7-4820 v3 CPUs
and 256 GB of memory. The OS is Ubuntu 14.04 with swap
areas disabled to obtain real in-memory results. All programs,
coded from scratch in C++ by the same person, are parallelized
with OpenMP and compiled using G++ 4.9.2 with -O3 option.
Programs are run with the default number of threads in OpenMP
(96), i.e., twice the number of physical cores (48), except in the
scalability evaluation (Section 4.7). Each time presented is the
average time of three runs. Though the processing times of some
relatively small graphs are short and hence notably vary from run
to run, the average speedup percentages presented in Section 4.4
remain constant when we conduct the evaluations twice.

4.2. Datasets and preprocessing

The graphs used in evaluations are shown in Table 2. clj,2
slj2 and twr2 represent social networks. c09,3 gsh4 and c123 are
web graphs. These graphs are power-law graphs. To increase the
diversity of datasets, three non-power-law graphs with different
degree distributions are included: osm5 is the street map of
Europe; nlp is related to the optimization problem of linearized
Karush–Kuhn–Tucker systems6; 3dg is a 3D grid and generated
with a tool from Ligra.7

To run TC algorithms, raw graphs are first processed into (un-
compressed) oriented graphs. To run common graph algorithms,
raw graphs are first processed into (uncompressed) unoriented
graphs (directed or undirected). To obtain compressed graphs,
uncompressed graphs are partially- and fully-compressed. The
parallelized compression is fast due to the lightweight design of
CIC-PIM. The compression times, obtained in the same server and
shown in Table 3, are not included in runtimes because they can
be amortized across many runs.

For common graph algorithms, whether raw graphs should be
processed into directed or undirected graphs is determined by
specific application scenarios. In our evaluations, the largest four
graphs (from twr to c12) are processed into directed and the rest
are processed into undirected, similar to what Ligra+ does.

4.3. Metrics of interest

Four metrics are used to evaluate the efficacy of our work:
speedup compared with the state of the art approaches, the space
saving of index data, the space saving of entire graph, and the
multithreaded scalability.

2 http://snap.stanford.edu/
3 http://lemurproject.org/
4 http://law.di.unimi.it/
5 http://www.dis.uniroma1.it/challenge9/
6 https://sparse.tamu.edu/
7 https://github.com/jshun/ligra/

http://snap.stanford.edu/
http://lemurproject.org/
http://law.di.unimi.it/
http://www.dis.uniroma1.it/challenge9/
https://sparse.tamu.edu/
https://github.com/jshun/ligra/
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Table 2
Dataset Information.
Dataset #Vertices #Edgesa #Triangles Storage Size (B)b

clj 3,997,962 34,681,189 177,820,130 148M
slj 4,847,571 42,851,237 285,730,264 182M
osm 173,789,186 182,620,014 102,623 1.33G
nlp 27,993,600 373,239,376 0 1.49G
3dg 299,418,309 898,254,927 0 4.46G
twr 41,652,230 1,202,513,046 34,824,916,864 4.63G
c09 4,780,950,910 7,811,398,073 31,013,037,486c 93.8G
gsh 988,490,691 25,690,705,118 910,140,734,636 103G
c12 6,257,706,595 66,539,548,496 3,058,034,046,618c 542G

aThe number of oriented edges.
bUncompressed storage size of the oriented graph.
cThe results are different from those of [53]. We are confident in our results as we obtained the
same results using another processing flow.
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able 3
ompression Time.
Dataset Ligra+ (s)a CIC-PIM (s)

clj 0.015 0.034
slj 0.017 0.040
osm 0.14 0.31
nlp 0.15 0.37
3dg 0.43 0.99
twr 0.46 1.07
c09 8.0 13.2
gsh 10.4 12.8
c12 5476 4963

For the huge c12, the compression must be done with the help of external
torage (a SAS HDD) and is bottlenecked by I/O, which explains the long times.
he fully-compressed c12 is obtained in less time than the partially-, i.e., Ligra+-
ompressed graph because of its smaller size (Table 6) and hence less I/O. Other
raphs are compressed with all data fit in memory and hence fast.
Ligra+-, i.e., partially-compressed.

.4. Speedup

.4.1. Speedup for TC
As shown in Table 4, for c12, the huge size of uncompressed

graph is more than 2-fold larger than the RAM capacity (542
GB vs 256 GB), resulting in out-of-memory error during the
run of MTC. When CMTC processing the Ligra+-, i.e., partially-
compressed graph (240 GB), because the graph size is very close
to the RAM capacity and the swap area has been disabled, out-of-
memory error also arises. After being fully compressed (165 GB),
CMTC can process the graph with all data fit in memory, leading
to fast in-memory processing (636 S).

For graphs other than c12, all data can be fit in memory
even uncompressed. Compared with the speeds of MTC (on
uncompressed graphs), the speedup percentages, defined as
(timeold− timenew)/timeold×100%, of CMTC on CIC-PIM-, i.e., fully-
compressed graphs range from −2% to 37% with an average
f 11%. Also compared with the speeds of MTC, the speedup
ercentages of CMTC on Ligra+-, i.e., partially-compressed graphs
ange from −29% to 26% with an average of 3%. Thus, index
compression with CIC-PIM not only leads to space saving but
also achieves a speedup of 8%. The reasons for the moderate
speedup are twofold. First, due to the careful design of CIC-
PIM, the lightweight decoding routine incurs limited computing
overhead, and the overhead is mostly offset by spare comput-
ing power. Second, the significantly reduced size of index data
mitigates the memory wall problem and contributes to speedup.
Therefore, generally speaking, speedup positively correlates with
space saving. Moreover, the ratio of the compressed-graph size to
the L3 cache capacity and the structure characteristics of graphs
may also be important factors in some cases.
159
4.4.2. Speedup for common graph algorithms
For c12, the discussion is similar to that of TC, as stated in

ection 4.4.1. For graphs except c12, all data can be fit in memory
ven uncompressed. Compared with the speeds of these algo-
ithms on uncompressed graphs (in columns with the heading
f Ligra), the average speedup percentages of BFS, PageRank,
pMV, Radii and CC on CIC-PIM-, i.e., fully-compressed graphs are
4%, 17%, 10%, 9% and 10% respectively. Also compared with the
peeds of these algorithms on uncompressed graphs, the average
peedup percentages on Ligra+-, i.e., partially-compressed graphs
re correspondingly 6%, 2%, -1%, 5% and 2%. Because of the care-
ul design of CIC-PIM and the alleviated memory wall problem
ue to index compression, speedups are achieved on all algo-
ithms. Various graph algorithms have the same key operation
n which the adjlist of a vertex is traversed with different com-
uting, and thus there are no significant differences in speedups
f different algorithms. More specifically, for Radii, the average
peedups are relatively low (4%); for PageRank, the speedup is
elatively remarkable (15%); for BFS, SpMV and CC, the speedups
re moderate (8%, 11% and 8% respectively).

.4.3. Runtime decomposition
To figure out the cost of decoding, we collect times spent on

ecoding and computing when processing CIC-PIM-compressed
raphs and show the results in Table 5 (The time spent on other
odes except decoding and computing are negligible). The time
ercentages of decoding range from 19% to 24% with an average
f 22%. Specifically, for TC, BFS, PageRank, SpMV, Radii and CC,
he percentages are 21%, 24%, 24%, 22%, 21% and 19% respectively.
hough compared with PageRank and SpMV, in the other algo-
ithms the computing needed after decoding the adjacency list
f a vertex are relatively less, there are more branch mispredic-
ions in the computing of the latter, and hence the percentage
ifferences between algorithms are insignificant. Moreover, the
ercentage differences between graphs are also insignificant.

.5. Index-data space saving

.5.1. Index-data space saving for TC
For the oriented graphs used by TC, the index-data space

avings are shown in the first Index column of Table 6. The space
savings range from 59% to 82%, with an average of 69%. As dis-
cussed in Section 2.4, the noticeable space saving mainly comes
from the smallness of the maximum degrees and offset-deltas in
most chunks.

Higher index space savings are usually achieved on huge
graphs including c09, gsh and c12, because in those graphs the
offsets and/or degrees have to be represented with 8-byte inte-
gers, and leave larger portions of leading zeros to be removed.
However, nlp is an exception. Its high index space saving comes
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Table 4
Runtime.

Dataset TC (s) BFS (s) PageRank (s) SpMV (s) Radii (s) CC (s)

MTCa Ligra+ CIC-PIM Ligra Ligra+ CIC-PIM Ligra Ligra+ CIC-PIM Ligra Ligra+ CIC-PIM Ligra Ligra+ CIC-PIM Ligra Ligra+ CIC-PIM

clj .281 .273 .265 .047 .023 .022 .048 .043 .031 .145 .129 .121 1.42 1.06 .99 .190 .179 .165
slj .413 .409 .370 .053 .027 .025 .052 .050 .033 .197 .221 .164 1.54 1.18 1.21 .255 .268 .232
osm .94 1.21 .96 .232 .273 .247 .647 .773 .571 .810 .984 .805 84.1 91.3 82.4 .170 .188 .173
nlp 2.85 2.11 1.80 1.34 1.49 1.38 .332 .281 .277 1.67 1.44 1.35 36.5 33.8 33.6 .462 .417 .411
3dg 26.3 23.6 19.4 7.51 8.20 7.45 1.93 2.06 1.73 6.12 6.53 5.76 324 347 341 5.74 5.63 5.09
twr 47.2 44.3 45.9 .793 .889 .832 3.05 2.61 2.63 10.8 10.1 10.5 11.0 11.3 11.7 4.42 4.26 4.48
c09 75 80 73 9.13 9.97 8.32 21.4 24.3 19.7 37.1 41.2 33.7 153 167 135 29.5 32.1 24.7
gsh 183 166 168 11.27 10.23 10.36 38.1 34.2 35.7 84.1 73.7 75.4 189 162 168 33.4 27.5 27.2
c12 OOM OOM 636 OOM OOM 55 OOM OOM 128 OOM OOM 224 OOM OOM 341 OOM OOM 64

For each algorithm, the leftmost column (with the heading MTC or Ligra) contains the runtimes of the algorithm on uncompressed graphs; the middle column
(with the heading Ligra+) contains the runtimes of the algorithm on partially-, i.e., Ligra+-compressed graphs; the rightmost column (with the heading CIC-PIM)
contains the runtimes of the algorithm on fully-, i.e., CIC-PIM-compressed graphs. Generally speaking, CIC-PIM not only reduces data sizes but also helps to speed
up processing due to its careful design, or results in fast in-memory processing unattainable previously.
aThe heading is different from those of other algorithms because Ligra neither supports orientation nor includes any TC algorithms. OOM - Out of Memory.
Table 5
Decoding-Time Percentage.
Dataset TC BFS PageRank SpMV Radii CC

clj 23 25 23 25 20 18
slj 20 23 25 25 23 17
osm 21 26 23 19 22 17
nlp 18 21 27 19 24 20
3dg 18 24 25 25 22 16
twr 24 24 24 23 19 22
c09 21 21 23 20 21 21
gsh 22 23 22 21 18 23
c12 24 27 23 19 20 20

Table 6
Storage Space Saving.

Dataset TC (%) Common Graph Algorithms (%)

Ligra+ CIC-PIM Indexa Ligra+ CIC-PIM Indexa

clj 26 39 61 40 47 60
slj 26 38 62 39 46 60
osm −22 38 62 0 36 62
nlp 51 63 80 57 61 62
3dg 12 43 62 21 39 62
twr 44 48 59 45 51 57
c09 0 61 82 0 62 86
gsh 59 67 75 62 71 73
c12 56 69 81 57 70 82

All results are relative to the storage sizes of uncompressed graphs (Table 2).
CIC-PIM averagely achieves space savings of more than 50% on entire graphs
and more than 65% on index data. Note that, compared with the up to around
90% space saving of the techniques for sequential graph processing [12], the
space saving of CIC-PIM is relatively low. It is because the application setting
of CIC-PIM is the time-critical shared-memory graph processing, and it is hard
to compress graphs aggressively without processing speed losses. The negative
number (−22) means the increase of storage size.
aSpace savings of CIC-PIM on index data.

from the fact that a large number of consecutive vertices become
sink vertices (no out-edge) after orientation, and causes the
compressed index sizes of many chunks that only contain sink
vertices to be zero (Recall that only out-edges are stored in the
CSR of oriented graphs, and thus all degrees and offset-deltas of
the chunks that only contain sink vertices are zero).

4.5.2. Index-data space saving for common graph algorithms
For the unoriented graphs used by common graph algorithms,

he index-data space savings range from 57% to 86% with an
verage of 67%, as shown in the last Index column of Table 6.
he space savings result from the smallness of the maximum
egrees and offset-deltas in most chunks, as discussed in Sec-
ion 2.4. For TC, the average index-data space saving is 69%, as
resented in Section 4.5.1. Compared with the 67% here, the
160
slight 2% increase mainly stems from orientation, which firstly
replaces every two reciprocal directed edges with one directed
edge and thus reduces average degrees (i.e., increases sparseness),
and secondly redirects each edge from the lower degree vertex
to the other vertex and thus alleviates the skewness of degree
distribution. The two operations of orientation both contribute
to the smallness of the maximum degrees and offset-deltas in
chunks and hence index-data space saving.

Higher index-data space savings are achieved on huge graphs
due to the representation of their offsets and/or degrees with
8-byte integers, as discussed in Section 4.5.1. nlp is no longer
an exception, because common graph algorithms work on unori-
ented graphs.

Next, we explain why the index data space savings on rela-
tively small graphs where offsets and degrees are represented
with 4-byte integers (from clj to twr) are all around 60%, espe-
cially why there are so many 62%s. We take a non-power-law
graph osm as an example. osm is a road map and the degree of any
vertex in the graph is between one and dozens. Thus, the degrees
in every chunk can be encoded with one byte each, and the offset-
deltas in every chunk can be encode with two bytes each. Hence,
the space saving is (8 − 1 − 2)/8 = 63%. Due to the introduction
of the metadata of chunks, an around 1% loss of space saving is
caused and hence the 62%. For another non-power-law graph 3dg,
each vertex has a degree of three and thus the discussions are
clearly also tenable. For the relatively small power-law graphs (clj,
slj and twr), because the degrees of the vast majority of vertices
≤255 (

∫ 255
1 1.2 ∗ x−2.2dx = 0.999), the space saving should be

near to 62%. However, the existence of a tiny fraction of vertices
with high degrees causes a space saving loss of no more than
several percent (The analysis to determine the worst-case space
saving, i.e., 53%, in Section 3.2.2 is overstrict). Thus, index-data
space savings for the relatively small graphs lie around 60%.

4.6. Entire-graph space saving

The space savings of entire-graph storage and peak memory
usage due to CIC-PIM compression are similar, and only the
results of the former are presented.

4.6.1. Entire-graph space saving for TC
The space savings of compressed oriented graphs used by

TC are shown in the second and third columns of Table 6. The
additional space savings due to index compression range from
4% to 61% with an average of 24% (the differences of the two
columns). The marked space savings come from the reasonable
compression efficacy of CIC-PIM and the considerable proportion
of index data. Thus, for graphs with high proportions of index
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data, i.e., graphs with low average degrees such as osm (60%), 3dg
31%) and c09 (61%), high additional space savings are achieved.

Compared with uncompressed graphs, the space savings of
CIC-PIM-, i.e., fully-compressed graphs range from 38% to 69%
with an average of 52%, as shown in the third column of Table 6.
The significant space savings are achieved from the compression
efficacy of CIC-PIM on index data and the adjlist array. Higher
space savings are usually achieved on graphs with huge num-
ber of vertices and dense graphs, i.e., graphs with high average
degrees. The former include c09 and c12 and the latter include
twr and gsh. For graphs with huge number of vertices, vertex
IDs, offsets and degrees are represented with 8-byte integers and
leave larger portions of leading zeros to be removed as stated in
Section 4.5.1. For dense graphs, the adjlist of each vertex tends
to contain more neighbors, i.e., there are averagely more integers
(i.e., neighbors) scattered between 0 and n-1 (n is the number
of vertices). Thus, the deltas between consecutive integers in an
adjlist tend to be smaller and less bytes needed to encode these
deltas.

For nlp, high space saving is gained because many vertex IDs
in the adjlist of each vertex are sequential integers, i.e., the deltas
between these consecutive integers are one, and only one byte
needed to encode each of them.

The −22% space saving on Ligra+-, i.e., partially-compressed
osm stems from its low average degree (1.1), which causes the
space to increase because the introduction of the degree array
more than offset the space saving gained from the compression
of the adjlist array.

4.6.2. Entire-graph space saving for common graph algorithms
The space savings of the compressed unoriented graphs used

by common graph algorithms are shown in the fifth and sixth
columns of Table 6. The additional space savings due to index
compression range from 4% to 62% with an average of 18% (the
differences of the two columns). The marked space savings stem
from the reasonable compression efficacy of CIC-PIM and the
considerable proportion of index data. The reason for the lower
percentage (18%) than that of TC (24%) is because the proportions
of index data in unoriented graphs are lower than those in the
oriented graphs used by TC, as stated in Section 2.2.

Compared with uncompressed graphs, the space savings of
CIC-PIM-, i.e., fully-compressed graphs range from 36% to 71%
with an average of 53%, as shown in the sixth column of Table 6.
Because of the same reasons for TC (Section 4.6.1), higher space
savings are usually achieved on graphs with huge number of
vertices and dense graphs while nlp is an exception.

4.7. Scalability

To evaluate the multithreaded scalability of CIC-PIM, we show
the speedups of CMTC (on fully-compressed graphs) and MTC
(which works on uncompressed graphs). As the number of
threads varies from 1 to 48 in multiples of 6, CMTC shows better
scalability than MTC on all graphs and the scalability improve-
ment is more significant on low average degree graphs (3dg and
osm), as shown in Fig. 9. However, nlp is an exception because its
average degree is high while its scalability improvement is most
significant. Generally speaking, the better scalability of CIC-PIM
mainly comes from the alleviated memory wall problem due to
reduced data sizes.

When traversing the adjlist of a vertex, the access to the first
neighbor is usually random, and the subsequent accesses to the
rest neighbors are sequential. When processing graphs with short
adjlists, i.e., graphs with low average degrees, there are higher
portions of random access than those of graphs with high aver-
age degrees, and hence lower effective memory bandwidth. This
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Fig. 9. Multithreaded scalability of CMTC on CIC-PIM-, i.e., fully-compressed
graphs vs. that of MTC [20,61], which works on uncompressed graphs. Speedups
are normalized to that of one thread. CMTC shows better scalability than MTC
on all graphs and the scalability improvement is more significant on low average
degree graphs (3dg and osm) while nlp is an exception because its average
degree is high but the scalability improvement is significant.

means that when processing graphs with low average degrees,
the memory wall problem is severer. Thus, the processing of
graphs with low average degrees (osm and 3dg) is more sensitive
to data sizes and gains more significant scalability improvements
due to CIC-PIM compression.

For nlp, the exceptional result comes from its special structure
eature. The matrix representation of nlp is a nearly diagonal
atrix, and [31] shows that processing of this kind of graph
cales well only with less than four threads. After the number
f threads increasing beyond four, the memory bandwidth is
uickly saturated and the processing times do not decrease any
ore, which explains the bad scalability of MTC on nlp. nlp

contains a large number of consecutive vertices with degree of
zero and the rest vertices with relatively high degree. Hence,
during its processing the portion of random memory access is
low, i.e., the effective memory bandwidth is high. When process-
ing the graph (whether compressed or not) with one thread, the
limited computing power of one core and the higher effective
memory bandwidth make the CPU become bottleneck. When
MTC processing the uncompressed graph with one thread, the
higher effective memory bandwidth causes the processing is fast
(5.2 S); When CMTC processing the fully-compressed graphs with
one thread, the computation of decoding causes the runtime
to increase significantly due to the limited computing power
of one core (68 S). In contrast, when running with 48 threads,
the memory is the bottleneck for both MTC and CMTC, and the
processing times are comparable (2.85 vs 1.80). Thus, when the
number of threads increases from 1 to 48, the speedup of CMTC
is much higher than that of MTC (68/1.80 vs. 5.2/2.85).

We omit the results of the remaining four graphs for clearer
visualization because they are similar to the results of some
graphs shown in Fig. 9. Specifically, the result of c09 is similar
to that of osm; the results of clj, gsh, and c12 are similar to that
of slj or twr. Because various graph algorithms have the same
key operation, there are no significant differences in speedups of
different algorithms as stated in Section 4.4.2. Thus, the scalability
of CIC-PIM on common graph algorithms is similar to that of TC
and is omitted.

4.8. Impact of chunk size

The key design parameter in CIC-PIM is the chunk size, which
should be an integer power of two. We evaluate the integer
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powers from 64 to 4,096, and observe that space saving decreases
slightly while speed increases slightly. With the increase of chunk
size, the size of chunk metadata is reduced significantly and the
cache hit rate of index data access increases, which explains
the slight increase of speed. However, the growth of chunk size
increases the possibility that each chunk contains high degree
vertices and results in the increase of the compressed index data,
which more than offsets the reduction of chunk metadata and
explains the slight decrease of space saving. To achieve a good
compromise, a chunk size of 256 is chosen.

5. Related work

5.1. Graph processing and compression

There are a large body of work on shared-memory graph
rocessing [40,48,52,54,59] report solutions that can efficiently
rocess large scale graphs. Nonetheless, these solutions do not
se compression to reduce memory usage. In contrast, CIC-PIM
ims to reduce memory usage while still improving speed.
Studies such as [10–13,42,67] focus on compressing

raphs/matrices in sequential settings and achieve space savings
f up to around 90%. Nevertheless, they are not suitable for
hared-memory processing due to two reasons. First, they aim
o specific applications such as neighborhood query in sequen-
ial settings and do not take multithreading into consideration.
econd, they support random access by decoding extra data and
ompress data with variable length bit-aligned schemes, both of
hich are too heavy in time overhead for shared-memory graph
rocessing. Though several more recent works aim at shared-
emory settings [7,8,21,28,37,46]. They try to compress specific
raph representations such as trees and hence can only support
imited graph algorithms [21,28], aim at accelerators such as
PGAs but CPUs [37,46] or can only gain reasonable space saving
n graphs of specific scale range [8]. CIC-PIM aims to compress
he popular CSR representation of graphs of any scale in shared-
emory settings and can support a wide range of graph and
parse matrix algorithms.
Index compression has been studied in the literature [9,14,57].

evertheless, these techniques are mainly used to compress in-
erted index or the index of database systems, and their decoding
osts are too high to be practical for shared-memory processing.
ompression techniques for the index data of graphs are pro-
osed in [7,8,10–12,21] and usually achieve good results in some
etrics. However, they are designed for applications in sequential
ettings, only support graphs of specific representations or only
uitable for graphs of specific scale range.

.2. Triangle counting

Triangle counting (TC) are generally classified into two cate-
ories: exact TC and approximate TC. Exact TC obtains the exact
umber of triangles and is further classified into shared-memory
C, single node out of core TC, distributed-memory TC and dis-
ributed out of core TC. As stated before, share-memory TC, i.e., TC
n a single multicore node with all data fit in memory, is gener-
lly more efficient than on a cluster regarding cost effectiveness,
ase of implementation and speed. However, the applicability of
hared-memory TC is limited by the RAM capacity of a single
ode [19,20,29,33,61,69]. To effectively reduce the working set of
hared-memory TC and fit larger graphs into the RAM of a single
ode, CIC-PIM try to compress the index structures of graphs.
Single node out of core TC leverages the large capacity of

xternal storage of a single node to process larger graphs and
hows high cost performance [15,17,44]. However, due to the low
/O bandwidth of a single node, these algorithms suffer from low
162
speed and are much slower than shared-memory TC. Distributed-
memory TC may process larger graphs than shared-memory
TC [1,2,70]. However, due to the much longer network latency
than local RAM and the communication intensive nature of TC,
distributed-memory TC is usually significantly slower than
shared-memory TC. Distributed out of core TC mostly refers to
MapReduce algorithms which can usually process larger graphs
[39,41,53,71]. However, due to the long network latency and
low I/O bandwidths, works of this type are usually slower than
shared-memory TC.

Approximate TC estimates the number of triangles mainly by
sampling and usually works on stream graphs [23,36,58,65,66],
although it can also work on static graphs [1,64]. Though most
approximate TC algorithms aim at single node settings, some of
them can also run on distributed systems [1,64]. By sampling, ap-
proximate TC works can usually reduce the working set by orders
of magnitude times and improve processing speed dramatically.
However, the drawback is that they cannot obtain exact results.
There are some works leverage matrix computation to get the
estimated number of triangles [3,49,50,63]. Though these works
can fully use the massive legacy resources of matrix computation
to simplify TC, they usually are compute-intensive and hence
slow.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we conduct research on graph compression
related issues inspired by TC-related issues in shared-memory
settings. Mainly to compress the considerable proportion of index
data in graphs represented with the popular CSR format, we pro-
pose a scheme CIC-PIM, which achieves significant space savings
while still improving speed on TC and a wide range of common
graph algorithms. In further work, CIC-PIM can be extended to
distributed settings.
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